Prophylactic tumor vaccination: comparison of effector mechanisms initiated by protein versus DNA vaccination.
Clinical success in tumor vaccination frequently does not reach expectation. Since vaccination protocols are quite variable, we used the murine renal cell carcinoma line RENCA transfected with the lacZ gene (RENCA-beta-gal) to compare the efficacy of two different vaccination strategies or their combination and to elaborate on the underlying mechanisms. BALB/c mice were vaccinated either with naked lacZ DNA or with attenuated Salmonella typhimurium transformed with lacZ DNA or with dendritic cells (DC) loaded with the beta-galactosidase protein or mice were vaccinated with both DNA and protein. Although all regimens led to a prolongation of survival time, oral vaccination with transfected S. typhimurium followed by i.v. transfer of protein-loaded DC provided the optimal schedule. In this setting, >50% of mice remained tumor free after challenge with 10 times the lethal tumor dose of RENCA-beta-gal. As explored in transfer experiments, the superior efficacy of combining DNA and protein vaccination is due to the facts that 1) optimal protection depends on both activated CD4(+) and CD8(+) cells and 2) CD8(+) CTL are most strongly activated by vaccination with transformed Salmonella, whereas vaccination with protein-loaded DC is superior for the activation of Th. The latter induced sustained activation of CTL and recruitment of nonadaptive defense mechanisms. The data demonstrate the strength of DNA vaccination, particularly by the oral route, and provide evidence that a combined treatment with protein-loaded DC can significantly increase the therapeutic efficacy.